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A DIVERGENCE CENTER INTERPRETATION OF GENERAL SYMMETRIC
KUBO-ANDO MEANS, AND RELATED WEIGHTED MULTIVARIATE OPERATOR
MEANS
JÓZSEF PITRIK ANDDÁNIEL VIROSZTEK
ABSTRACT. It is well known that special Kubo-Ando operator means admit divergence
center interpretations, moreover, they are also mean squared error estimators for cer-
tain metrics on positive definite operators. In this paper we give a divergence cen-
ter interpretation for every symmetric Kubo-Ando mean. This characterization of the
symmetric means naturally leads to a definition of weighted andmultivariate versions
of a large class of symmetric Kubo-Ando means. We study elementary properties of
these weighted multivariate means, and note in particular that in the special case of
the geometric mean we recover the weighted A #H -mean introduced by Kim, Law-
son, and Lim [13].
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Motivation, goals. It is well known that special Kubo-Ando operatormeans,namely,
the arithmetic, the geometric, and the harmonic mean admit divergence center inter-
pretations,moreover, as the divergence may be a squared distance, they are alsomean
squared error estimators. The arithmetic mean A∇B = (A+B)/2 is clearly the mean
squared error estimator for the Euclideanmetric on positive operators:
A∇B = argmin
X>0
1
2
(
Tr(A−X )2+Tr(B −X )2
)
.
The geometric mean A#B = A1/2(A−1/2BA−1/2)1/2A1/2 is the mean squared error esti-
mator for both the Riemannian trace metric dR(X ,Y ) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣log(X− 12Y X− 12 )∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
, and the
S-divergence dS(X ,Y )=
√
Trlog
(
X+Y
2
)
− 12 TrlogX − 12 TrlogY that is,
A#B = argmin
X>0
1
2
(
d2R(A,X )+d2R (B ,X )
)
= argmin
X>0
1
2
(
d2S (A,X )+d2S (B ,X )
)
,
see [7] and [18] for the details, respectively. The harmonicmean A!B = 2
(
A−1+B−1
)−1
is the mean squared error estimator for a Riemannian metric on positive definite op-
erators described in the Appendix in details. Furthermore, all the above mentioned
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means have a standard weighted version. The curve consisting of weighted arithmetic
means
A∇αB = (1−α)A+αB (α ∈ [0,1])
is the geodesic in the Euclideanmetric, the weighted geometricmeans
A#αB = A1/2(A−1/2BA−1/2)αA1/2 (α ∈ [0,1])
form the geodesic between A and B in the Riemannian trace metric, and the flow of
weighted harmonicmeans
A!αB =
(
(1−α)A−1+αB−1
)−1
is the geodesic with respect to the Riemannianmetric given by
ds = ‖A−1dAA−1‖2
see the Appendix for the details.
In this paper we give a divergence center interpretation for every symmetric Kubo-
Ando mean. This characterization of the symmetric means immediately leads to a
natural definition of weighted and multivariate versions of a large class of symmet-
ric Kubo-Andomeans. We study elementary properties of these weighted multivariate
means, and note in particular that in the special case of the geometricmeanwe recover
the weighted A #H -mean introduced by Kim, Lawson, and Lim [13].
1.2. Basic notions, notation. Throughout this paper, H stands for a finite dimen-
sional complex Hilbert space, and B(H ), B(H )sa , and B(H )++ denote the sets of
all linear, self-adjoint, and positive definite operators on H , respectively. The symbol
I stands for the identity of B(H ), and we consider the Löwner order induced by pos-
itivity on B(H )sa , that is, by A ≤ B we mean that B − A is positive semidefinite, and
A < B means that B − A is positive definite. The spectrum of X ∈ B(H ) is denoted
by spec(X ). The symbols D and D2 denote the first and second Fréchet derivatives,
respectively.
2. SYMMETRIC KUBO-ANDO MEANS AS DIVERGENCE CENTERS
Let σ : B(H )++×B(H )++→B(H )++ be a symmetric Kubo-Ando operator mean,
and let fσ : (0,∞)→ (0,∞) be the operator monotone function representing σ in the
sense that
(1) AσB = A 12 fσ
(
A−
1
2BA−
1
2
)
A
1
2 ,
see [3] for an overview of the theory of operator means. Clearly, fσ(1) = 1, and the
symmetry of σ implies that fσ(x)= x fσ
( 1
x
)
for x > 0, and hence f ′σ(1)= 1/2. We define
gσ : (0,∞)⊇ ran
(
fσ
)
→ [0,∞)
by
(2) gσ(x) :=
∫x
1
(
1− 1
f −1σ (t )
)
dt .
Obviously, gσ(1) = 0, g ′σ(x) = 1− 1f −1σ (x) , and g
′
σ(1) = 0 as fσ(1) = 1. Since fσ is strictly
monotone increasing, so is g ′σ, and hence gσ is strictly convex on its domain. Now we
define the quantity
(3) φσ(A,B) :=Trgσ
(
A−1/2BA−1/2
)
,
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for positive definite operators A,B ∈B(H )++ such that the spectrum of A−1/2BA−1/2
is contained in ran
(
fσ
)
. We define φσ(A,B) := +∞ if spec
(
A−1/2BA−1/2
)
* ran
(
fσ
)
. It
will be important in the sequel that by [8, 2.10. Thm.] the strict convexity of gσ implies
that X 7→φσ(A,X ) is strictly convex (whenever finite) for every σ and A. Now we check
that φσ defined in (3) is a genuine divergence in the sense of Amari [1, Sec. 1.2 & 1.3].
Proposition 1. For any symmetric Kubo-Andomean σ, the map
(4) φσ : B(H )
++×B(H )++→ [0,+∞]; (A,B) 7→φσ(A,B)
satisfies the followings.
(i) φσ(A,B)≥ 0 and φσ(A,B)= 0 if and only if A =B.
(ii) The first derivative of φσ in the second variable vanishes at the diagonal, that is,
D
(
φσ(A, ·)
)
[A]= 0 ∈ Lin(B(H )sa ,R) for all A ∈B(H )++.
(iii) The second derivative of Φσ in the second variable is positive at the diagonal,
that is,D2
(
φσ(A, ·)
)
[A](Y ,Y )≥ 0 for all Y ∈B(H )sa .
Proof. Property (i) follows from that fσ is strictlymonotone increasing for any symmet-
ric Kubo-Andomean σ, and hence so is g ′σ(x)= 1− 1f −1σ (x) . Moreover, g
′
σ(1)= gσ(1)= 0,
and therefore gσ(x)= 0 if and only if x= 1. Consequently,φσ(A,B)=Trgσ
(
A−
1
2BA−
1
2
)
=
0 if and only if A−
1
2BA−
1
2 = I .
Property (ii) can be seen by calculating that the derivative of φσ (A, ·) at the diagonal
is
D
(
φσ(A, ·)
)
[A](Y )=Trg ′σ
(
A−
1
2 AA−
1
2
)
A−
1
2Y A−
1
2 = 0
as g ′σ(1)= 0.
To justify Property (iii) note that the second derivative at the diagonal can be calcu-
lated as
D2
(
φσ(A, ·)
)
[A](Y ,Y )= d
2
dt2
φσ (A,A+ tY )|t=0
= d
2
dt2
Trgσ
(
I + t A− 12Y A− 12
)
|t=0
= g ′′σ(1)Tr
(
A−
1
2Y A−
1
2
)2
≥ 0
because g ′′σ(1)=
(
f −1σ (1)
)−2 (
f −1σ
)′
(1)= 2 is positive.
The standard computation rules for derivatives of functions defined on operators
which were used throughout this proof are collected e.g. in [12, Thm. 3.33.]. 
Inwhat follows,we consider the symmetric loss function X 7→ 12
(
φσ(A,X )+φσ(B ,X )
)
corresponding to the pair A,B ∈B(H )++ and to the divergence φσ. Note that the do-
main
domA,B ,σ =
{
X ∈B(H )++
∣∣∣∣12
(
φσ(A,X )+φσ(B ,X )
)
<∞
}
is a nonempty open convex subset ofB(H )++. Indeed, AσB =BσA ∈ domA,B ,σ always
holds, because
spec
(
A−
1
2 (AσB)A−
1
2
)
= spec
(
fσ
(
A−
1
2BA−
1
2
))
⊂ ran
(
fσ
)
and
spec
(
B−
1
2 (BσA)B−
1
2
)
= spec
(
fσ
(
B−
1
2 AB−
1
2
))
⊂ ran
(
fσ
)
.
The convexity of domA,B ,σ follows from the fact that
spec
(
A−
1
2 ((1−α)X +αY )A− 12
)
⊆ ch
(
spec
(
A−
1
2 X A−
1
2
)
∪ spec
(
A−
1
2Y A−
1
2
))
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holds for any X ,Y ∈ B(H )++ and for any α ∈ [0,1], where ch(S) denotes the convex
hull of the set S, and the same holds when replacing A by B. So if both X and Y are in
domA,B ,σ, that is,
spec
(
A−
1
2 X A−
1
2
)
∪ spec
(
B−
1
2 XB−
1
2
)
∪ spec
(
A−
1
2Y A−
1
2
)
∪ spec
(
B−
1
2Y B−
1
2
)
⊂ ran
(
fσ
)
,
then any convex combination of X and Y is in domA,B ,σ. To see that domA,B ,σ is open,
note that ran
(
fσ
)
is an open interval and spec
(
A−
1
2 X A−
1
2
)
is a finite set. Therefore if
spec
(
A−
1
2 X A−
1
2
)
⊂ ran
(
fσ
)
then there is a small neighbourhoodof X such that spec
(
A−
1
2Y A−
1
2
)
⊂
ran
(
fσ
)
for any element Y in this neighbourhood (and the same holds when replacing
A by B).
We turn to themain result of this section which says that the Kubo-Andomean AσB
is exactly the divergence center (or barycenter) of A and B with respect to the diver-
gence φσ.
Theorem 2. For any A,B ∈B(H )++,
(5) argmin
X∈B(H )++
1
2
(
φσ(A,X )+φσ(B ,X )
)
= AσB.
That is, AσB is a unique minimizer of the function X 7→ 12
(
φσ(A,X )+φσ(B ,X )
)
on
B(H )++.
Proof. By the strict convexity of X 7→ 12
(
φσ(A,X )+φσ(B ,X )
)
it is sufficient to show that
AσB is a critical point, and therefore a uniqueminimizer. First we compute the deriv-
ative
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
φσ(A,X + tY )=
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
Trgσ
(
A−1/2X A−1/2+ t A−1/2Y A−1/2
)
=
(6) TrA−1/2g ′σ
(
A−1/2X A−1/2
)
A−1/2Y
for all Y ∈B(H )sa . Since g ′σ(x)= 1− ( f −1σ (x))−1, we get
(7)
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
1
2
φσ(A,X + tY )=
1
2
Tr
(
A−1/2
(
I −
[
f −1σ
(
A−1/2X A−1/2
)]−1)
A−1/2Y
)
for all Y ∈B(H )sa . Substituting X = AσB = A1/2 fσ(A−1/2BA−1/2)A1/2 into the deriva-
tive above, the right hand side of (7) becomes
1
2
Tr
(
A−1/2
(
I −
[
f −1σ
(
A−1/2A1/2 fσ(A−1/2BA−1/2)A1/2A−1/2
)]−1)
A−1/2Y
)
=
(8)
1
2
Tr(A−1−B−1)Y .
Since the operator mean σ is symmetric, that is
AσB =BσA =B1/2 fσ
(
B−1/2AB−1/2
)
B1/2,
a similar computation for the derivative
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
1
2
φσ(B ,X + tY )
at X = AσB gives
(9)
1
2
Tr(B−1− A−1)Y
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for all Y ∈B(H )sa . Using (8) and (9) we get for the derivative
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
{
1
2
φσ(A,X + tY )+
1
2
φσ(B ,X + tY )
}∣∣∣∣
X=AσB
= 1
2
Tr(A−1−B−1)Y + 1
2
Tr(B−1− A−1)Y = 0
for all Y ∈ B(H )sa . So we obtained that AσB is a critical point and hence a unique
minimizer of X 7→ 12
(
φσ(A,X )+φσ(B ,X )
)
. 
3. WEIGHTED MULTIVARIATE VERSIONS OF KUBO-ANDO MEANS
The above characterization of symmetric Kubo-Ando means as barycenters (The-
orem 2) naturally leads to the idea of defining weighted and multivariate versions of
Kubo-Andomeans asminimizers of appropriate loss functions derived from the diver-
gence φσ.
Given a symmetric Kubo-Andomean σ, a finite set of positive definite operators A=
{A1, . . . ,Am}⊂B(H )++, and a discrete probability distributionw= {w1, . . . ,wm}⊂ (0,1]
with
∑m
j=1w j = 1 we define the corresponding loss functionQσ,A,w : B(H )++→ [0,∞]
by
(10) Qσ,A,w(X ) :=
m∑
j=1
w jφσ
(
A j ,X
)
where φσ is defined by (3).
However, in the weighted multivariate setting, when ran
(
fσ
)
is smaller than the
whole positive half-line (0,∞), then some undesirable phenomena occur which are
illustrated by the next example.
Consider the arithmetic mean generated by f∇(x) = (1+ x)/2 with ran
(
f∇
)
=
(1
2 ,∞
)
.
Let A1,A2 ∈B(H )++ satisfy A1 < 13A2. In this case, for any α ∈ (0,1), the loss function
Q∇,{A1,A2},{1−α,α}(X ) is finite only if X > 12A2. So the barycenter of A1 and A2withweights
{1−α,α} is separated from A1 for every α ∈ (0,1), even for values very close to 0.
To exclude such phenomena, from now on, we assume that the range of fσ is max-
imal, that is, ran
(
fσ
)
= (0,∞), and hence gσ(x) =
∫x
1
(
1− 1
f −1σ (t)
)
dt is defined on the
whole positive half-line (0,∞). Consequently,φσ is always finite, and hence so isQσ,A,w
on the whole positive definite cone B(H )++.
Definition 3. Let σ : B(H )++×B(H )++ → B(H )++ be a symmetric Kubo-Ando op-
erator mean such that fσ : (0,∞)→ (0,∞), which is the operator monotone function
representing σ in the sense of (1), is surjective. Let gσ be defined as in (2), and φσ be
defined as in (3). We call the optimizer
(11) bc (σ,A,w) := argmin
X∈B(H )++
Qσ,A,w
the weighted barycenter of the operators {A1, . . . ,Am}with weights {w1, . . . ,wm}.
By Theorem 2, this barycentermay be considered as a weightedmultivariate version
of Kubo-Andomeans.
To find the barycenter bc (σ,A,w) , we have to solve the critical point equation
(12) DQσ,A,w[X ](·)= 0
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for the strictly convex loss functionQσ,A,w, where the symbol
DQσ,A,w[X ](·) ∈ Lin
(
B(H )sa ,R
)
stands for the Fréchet derivative ofQσ,A,w at the point X ∈B(H )++.
For any Y ∈B(H )sa we have
DQσ,A,w[X ](Y )=
m∑
j=1
w jD
(
φσ
(
A j , ·
))
[X ](Y )=
m∑
j=1
w jD
(
Trgσ
(
A
− 12
j
· A−
1
2
j
))
[X ](Y )
=
m∑
j=1
w j Trg
′
σ
(
A
− 12
j
X A
− 12
j
)
A
− 12
j
Y A
− 12
j
=Tr
(
m∑
j=1
w j A
− 12
j
g ′σ
(
A
− 12
j
X A
− 12
j
)
A
− 12
j
)
Y
that is, the equation to be solved is
(13)
m∑
j=1
w j A
− 12
j
g ′σ
(
A
− 12
j
X A
− 12
j
)
A
− 12
j
= 0.
By the definition of gσ, see (2), g ′σ(t ) = 1− 1f −1σ (t) for t ∈ (0,∞), and hence the critical
point of the loss functionQσ,A,w is described by the equation
(14)
m∑
j=1
w j A
− 12
j
(
I −
(
f −1σ
(
A
− 12
j
X A
− 12
j
))−1)
A
− 12
j
= 0.
3.1. The barycenter corresponding to the geometric mean. For σ= # the generating
function is f#(x) =
p
x, and hence the inverse is f −1# (t ) = t2. In this case, the critical
point equation (14) describing the barycenter bc (#,A,w) reads as follows:
(15)
m∑
j=1
w j
(
A−1j −X−1A j X−1
)
= 0.
Note that (15) may be considered as a generalized Riccati equation, and in the special
casem = 2,w1 =w2 = 12 , the solution of (15) is the symmetric geometricmean A1#A2.
More generally, ifm = 2,w1 = 1−α, and w2 =α, then (15) has the following form:
(1−α)A−11 +αA−12 = (1−α)X−1A1X−1+αX−1A2X−1,
or equivalently
(16) X
[
(1−α)A−11 +αA−12
]
X = (1−α)A1+αA2.
Recall that for positive definite A and B , the Riccati equation
X A−1X =B
has a unique positive definite solution, that is the geometricmean
A#B = A1/2(A−1/2BA−1/2)1/2A1/2.
We can observe that (16) is the Riccati equation for the weighted harmonicmean
A1!αA2 = [(1−α)A−11 +αA−12 ]−1
and the weighted arithmeticmean A1∇αA2 = (1−α)A1+αA2, ie
(17) X (A1!αA2)
−1X = A1∇αA2.
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Hence the solution of (16) is the geometric mean of the weighted harmonic and the
weighted arithmeticmean
(18) X = (A1!αA2)#(A1∇αA2).
It means that in this case the weighted barycenter with respect to φ# does not coincide
with the weighted geometricmean, nevertheless
bc (#, {A1,A2} , {1−α,α})= (A1!αA2)#(A1∇αA2)
that is, bc (#, {A1,A2} , {1−α,α}) is the Kubo-Andomean of A1 and A2 with representing
function
f(!α#∇α)(x)=
√
x(1−α+αx)
(1−α)x+α .
These means were widely investigated in [13].
We note that the critical point equation (15) can be rearranged as
(19) X
(
m∑
j=1
w j A
−1
j
)
X =
m∑
j=1
w j A j .
This is the Ricatti equation for theweightedmultivariate harmonicmean
(∑m
j=1w j A
−1
j
)−1
and arithmetic mean
∑m
j=1w j A j , hence the barycenter bc (#,A,w) coincides with the
weighted A #H -mean of Kim, Lawson, and Lim [13], that is,
(20) bc (#,A,w)=
(
m∑
j=1
w j A
−1
j
)−1
#
(
m∑
j=1
w j A j
)
.
3.2. Theweightedmultivariate harmonicmean as a lower bound for the barycenter.
This subsection is devoted to show that the barycenter bc (σ,A,w) is above the har-
monic mean
(∑m
j=1w j A
−1
j
)−1
in the Löwner order.
Let fσ be the representing function of the symmetric operator mean σ. It is well
known that
(21)
2x
x+1 ≤ fσ(x)≤
1+x
2
, x ∈ (0,∞).
The inverse of the function 2x
x+1 is
x
2−x with the domain (0,2). Since the graph of the
inverse function can be obtained by reflecting the graph of the function across the line
y = x, the reflection change the ordering, and we get
f −1σ (x)≤
x
2−x , x ∈ (0,2) ,
hence
(22)
2−x
x
≤ 1
f −1σ (x)
, x ∈ (0,∞).
The critical point equation (14) forQσ,A,w tells us that
(23)
m∑
j=1
w j A
−1
j =
m∑
j=1
w j A
− 12
j
(
f −1σ
(
A
− 12
j
bc (σ,A,w)A
− 12
j
))−1
A
− 12
j
.
By (22), the right hand side of (23) can be estimated from below by
m∑
j=1
w j A
− 12
j
(
2A
1
2
j
(bc (σ,A,w))−1 A
1
2
j
− I
)
A
− 12
j
,
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hence
m∑
j=1
w j A
−1
j ≥
m∑
j=1
w j
(
2(bc (σ,A,w))−1− A−1j
)
which is equivalent to the desired inequality(
m∑
j=1
w j A
−1
j
)−1
≤ bc (σ,A,w) .
4. FURTHER PROPERTIES OF THE DIVERGENCE φσ AND THE CORRESPONDING
BARYCENTER
The following properties of φσ will be used in the sequel to show that φσ is symmet-
ric if and only if σ is the geometric mean (Proposition 5), and to show the congruence
invariance of the barycenter bc (σ,A,w) (Proposition 6). These properties have been
discussed in [15, Sec. 2] in detail, however, for the sake of completeness, we include
the proofs, as well.
Proposition 4. For any Kubo-Andomean σ and for any A,B ∈B(H )++ we have
(24) φσ(A
−1,B−1)=φσ(B ,A),
and the equality
(25) φσ
(
TAT ∗,TBT ∗
)
=φσ(A,B)
also holds for an arbitrary invertible operator T ∈B(H ).
Proof. Property (24) can easily be seen by the observation that spec
(
A−
1
2BA−
1
2
)
= spec
(
B
1
2 A−1B
1
2
)
.
The proof of Property (25) reads as follows:[(
TAT ∗
)−1/2 (
TBT ∗
)(
TAT ∗
)−1/2]2 = (TAT ∗)−1/2TBA−1BT ∗ (TAT ∗)−1/2 = X ∗X = |X |2 ,
where X = A−1/2BT ∗ (TAT ∗)−1/2. Observe that we have
(26)∣∣X ∗∣∣2 = X X ∗ = A−1/2BT ∗ (TAT ∗)−1TBA−1/2 = A−1/2BA−1BA−1/2 = (A−1/2BA−1/2)2 .
By using the polar decomposition X = V |X |, |X ∗| = V |X |V ∗ and |X | = V ∗ |X ∗|V also
hold. Hence we can write
(27)
(
TAT ∗
)−1/2 (
TBT ∗
)(
TAT ∗
)−1/2 = |X | =V ∗ ∣∣X ∗∣∣V =V ∗ (A−1/2BA−1/2)V ,
where (26) was used in the last step. Consequently we have
φσ
(
TAT ∗,TBT ∗
)
=Trgσ
(
V ∗
(
A−1/2BA−1/2
)
V
)
=TrV ∗gσ
(
A−1/2BA−1/2
)
V =Trgσ
(
A−1/2BA−1/2
)
=φσ(A,B)
as we stated. 
Proposition 5. The divergence φσ is symmetric in its arguments, that is
φσ(A,B)=φσ(B ,A)
holds for all A,B ∈B(H )++, if and only if σ= # is the geometric mean.
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Proof. If φσ(A,B) = φσ(B ,A) holds for all A,B ∈ B(H )++, then by the Theorem 2 we
have
AσB = argmin
X∈B(H )++
1
2
(
φσ(A,X )+φσ(B ,X )
)
= argmin
X∈B(H )++
1
2
(
φσ(X ,A)+φσ(X ,B)
)
= argmin
X∈B(H )++
1
2
(
φσ
(
A−1,X−1
)
+φσ
(
B−1,X−1
))
=
(
A−1σB−1
)−1
,
where (24) was used in the second line. Recall that the adjoint σ∗ of the mean σ is
defined for invertible A,B by Aσ∗B =
(
A−1σB−1
)−1
, and its representing function is
given by
fσ∗(x)=
1
fσ
( 1
x
) .
Hence it is necessary that themean σ is selfadjoint, that is AσB = Aσ∗B , which means
that for the representation function we have
fσ(x)=
1
fσ
( 1
x
) .
Since σ is also symmetric, i.e. fσ(x) = x fσ(1/x), these two conditions implies that
fσ(x)=
p
x, hence we have geometricmean. The sufficiency is clear as
φ#(A,B)=Tr
(
A−
1
2BA−
1
2 + A 12B−1A 12 −2I
)
.

4.1. Elementary properties of the barycenter. We turn to show some of the desirable
properties of the barycenter bc (σ,A,w) .
Proposition 6. The barycenter bc (σ,A,w) defined in (11) satisfies the following proper-
ties:
(a) Idempotency: bc (σ, {A, . . . ,A} ,w)= A for any symmetric Kubo-Andomeanσ, any
A ∈B(H )++, and any probability vectorw.
(b) Homogeneity: bc (σ, tA,w)= tbc (σ,A,w)where the shorthand tAdenotes {t A1, . . . , t Am}
if A= {A1, . . . Am}
(c) Permutation invariance: bc (σ,Api,wpi)= bc (σ,A,w)where pi is a permutation of
{1, . . . ,m} , and Api =
{
Api(1), . . . ,Api(m)
}
,wpi =
{
wpi(1), . . . ,wpi(m)
}
.
(d) Congruence invariance:
bc
(
σ,TAT ∗,w
)
= Tbc (σ,A,w)T ∗
for any invertible T ∈B(H ),where TAT ∗=
{
TA1,T ∗, . . . ,TAmT ∗
}
ifA= {A1, . . . Am} .
Proof. Properties (a),(b), (c) are straightforward. To justify (d), we use the second state-
ment of Proposition 4, that is, eq. (25). By this congruence invariant property of φσ, it
is clear that the unique minimizer of the loss functionQσ,TAT ∗,w is T XT ∗, where X is
the uniqueminimizer ofQσ,A,w. 
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4.2. In-betweenness. We finish with an in-betweenness result for the divergences φσ
and for arbitrary Kubo-Ando means. The concept of in-betweenness was introduced
by Audenaert [5] and has been investigated later by Dinh, Dumitru, and Franco [9, 10]
among others.
Proposition 7. For any Kubo-Andomeans σ and τ, the in-betweenness property
φσ(A,AτB)≤φσ(A,B)
(
A,B ∈B(H )++
)
holds, where φσ is defined by (3).
Proof. For any positive number x, the value fτ(x)—where fτ is the operatormonotone
generating function of themean τ— is between x and 1, because fτ(x) is an integral of
weighted harmonic means of x and 1. That is, for x ≤ 1 we have x ≤ fτ(x) ≤ 1, and for
1 ≤ x we have 1 ≤ fτ(x) ≤ x. As noted before, gσ is positive, convex, and has a unique
zero at 1. Consequently, gσ
(
fτ(x)
)
≤ gσ(x) for all x ∈ (0,∞), and hence
gσ
(
fτ
(
A−
1
2BA−
1
2
))
≤ gσ
(
A−
1
2BA−
1
2
) (
A,B ∈B(H )++
)
,
so
φσ(A,AτB)=Trgσ
(
fτ
(
A−
1
2BA−
1
2
))
≤Trgσ
(
A−
1
2BA−
1
2
)
=φσ(A,B).

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5. APPENDIX
One can define a Riemannianmetric on B(H )++ locally at A by the relation
ds = ‖A−1dAA−1‖2,
where ‖X ‖ =
p
TrX ∗X is the Hilbert-Schmidt or Frobenius norm of X . Let X : [a,b]→
B(H )++ be a smooth path. The arc-length along this path is given by
(28) L(X )=
∫b
a
‖X (t )−1X ′(t )X (t )−1‖2dt
The corresponding geodesic distance between A,B ∈B(H )++ is defined by
(29)
δ(A,B)= inf
{∫1
0
‖X (t )−1X ′(t )X (t )−1‖2dt : X (t ) ∈B(H )++ for t ∈ (0,1),X (0)= A,X (1)=B
}
.
Given any smooth path X (t ) joining A to B define H(t )= X (t )−1. Then
H ′(t )=−X (t )−1X ′(t )X (t )−1
and
∣∣∣∣B−1− A−1∣∣∣∣2 = ||H(1)−H(0)||2 =
∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣
∫1
0
H ′(t )dt
∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣
2
=
∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣−
∫1
0
X (t )−1X ′(t )X (t )−1dt
∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣
2
≤
∫1
0
∣∣∣∣X (t )−1X ′(t )X (t )−1∣∣∣∣2dt = L(X ).
We show that the weighted harmonicmean
γ(t )= A!tB =
[
(1− t )A−1+ tB−1
]−1
, t ∈ [0,1]
is the unique constant speed geodesic running from A to B in unit time.
DenoteC = A1/2B−1A1/2 and X (t )= (1− t )I + tC . Then we can write
γ(t )= [A−1/2((1−t )I+t A1/2B−1A1/2)A−1/2]−1 = A1/2[(1−t )I+tC ]−1A1/2 = A1/2X (t )−1A1/2,
γ′(t )=−A1/2[(1−t )I+tC ]−1(C−I )[(1−t )I+tC ]−1A1/2 =−A1/2X (t )−1(C−I )X (t )−1A1/2,
γ(t )−1 = A−1/2X (t )A−1/2.
After substitutionwe get
‖γ(t )−1γ′(t )γ(t )−1‖22 =Tr
{
γ(t )−1γ′(t )γ(t )−2γ′(t )γ(t )−1
}
=Tr
{
A−1/2X (t )A−1/2A1/2X (t )−1(C − I )X (t )−1A1/2A−1/2X (t )A−1X (t )A−1/2×
A1/2X (t )−1(C − I )X (t )−1A1/2A−1/2X (t )A−1/2
}
=Tr
{
A−1/2(C − I )A−1(C − I )A−1/2
}
=Tr(B−1− A−1)(B−1− A−1)= ‖B−1− A−1‖22.
It shows that the weighted harmonic mean γ(t ) = A!tB = [(1− t )A−1+ tB−1]−1 is geo-
desic and its length is
L(γ)=
∫1
0
‖γ(t )−1γ′(t )γ(t )−1‖2dt =
∫1
0
‖B−1− A−1‖2dt = ‖B−1− A−1‖2,
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which also means that the geodesic distance is δ(A,B)= ‖B−1− A−1‖2.
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